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Abstract: In this research, an 8 × 8 scaled electric combat vehicle (SECV) is built. The scaled vehicle
is evaluated in both experimental and simulated methods to analyze its performance. The scaled
vehicle is developed to apply the Ackermann condition by implementing the individual steering
and individual wheel speed control system at low speed. Individual eight-wheel rotational velocity
control and individual eight-wheel steering angle control in real time are developed and installed
on the remotely controlled scaled vehicle to meet a perfect Ackermann condition. Three different
steering scenarios are developed and applied: a traditional steering scenario (first and second axle
steering), fixed third axle steering scenario (first, second, and fourth axle steering), and all-wheel
steering scenario. Stationary evaluation, turn radius evaluation, and double lane change evaluation
are conducted to verify the application of the Ackermann condition. The differences between the
experimental results and the simulated data are within an acceptable range. An important demon-
stration of this research is the novel validation of physical and simulated data in the application of the
Ackermann condition for eight-wheel steering and velocity control for the three steering scenarios.

Keywords: scaled electric combat vehicle; Ackermann’s steering relationship; individual steering;
individual wheel speed; all-wheel steering

1. Introduction
1.1. Literature Review

Over the last few years, steering and velocity control of vehicle stability systems have
been improved incredibly. The research areas of Ackermann’s condition and controllers
implemented on steering strategy were reviewed at the beginning of this research. For in-
stance, two applied controllers, Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) and Linear Parameter-Varying
(LPV), were developed by Selmanaj et al. (2013) [1]. The benefits of rear-wheel steering
are demonstrated in four-wheeled vehicles utilizing the global chassis control strategy by
showing two different controllers. The simulated data of the rear-wheel steering show
advanced dynamic behaviors of vehicles at high speed and in harsh driving conditions [1].

Unlike Selmanaj’s two applied controllers [1], the performance of the 8 × 8 heavy
combat vehicle is represented with all ranges of velocity to prove the advantage of the
controller steering strategy by D’Urso [2] in 2016. In the same year, D’Urso [2] developed
and implemented multiple controllers to improve the maneuverability of the 8 × 8 heavy
combat vehicle at a large range of speeds. For instance, the low-speed test is conducted on
the combat vehicle equipped with A ZSS (zero side slip) controller that works on the last
two axles’ steering [2]. Moreover, simulated evaluations (TruckSim simulation) including
NATO double lane change (DLC) and constant turn radius test are conducted to analyze
the application of the steering control strategy on the 8 × 8 heavy combat vehicle [2].

Implementing the complete Ackermann equation shows a huge number of advantages,
especially for heavy multi-axle vehicles in terms of vehicle maneuverability, and this is
demonstrated by Zhang et al. (2022) [3]. For example, an incredibly reduced tire skid is
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observed by implementing the complete Ackermann equation. Moreover, the enhanced
dynamic stability of the heavy-duty multi-axle vehicle is another advantage of the complete
Ackermann strategy [3]. To meet the requirement of the Ackermann equation on the heavy-
duty vehicles, a two degrees of freedom (DOF) electro-hydraulic servo steering system
(TDEHSSS) is developed and implemented by Zhang et al. (2022) [3]. The results of the
implementation of the complete Ackermann strategy on the heavy-duty multi-axle vehicle
are represented by Zhang et al. (2022) in terms of steering characteristics and tire wear [3].

Ma et al. [4] applied the Ackermann steering strategy to minimize the lateral skid
effect by designing a bigger inner wheel angle than the outer wheel angle. For instance,
the intersection between the perpendicular bisectors of the front wheels and the rear axle
determines the Instantaneous Center of Rotation (ICR) [4]. The experimental evaluations
were conducted to validate their simulated data [4]. For instance, they represent that
the Ackermann visual-inertial odometry (ACK-MSCKF) equipped with the Ackermann
steering strategy improves trajectory estimation from 59.85% to 67.70% in the 160 m length
of the experimental test [4]. Vehicle dynamic components such as gravity center position
and inertial parameters were obtained by Yu et al. in 2017 [5] with CarSim/Simulink
to represent the evaluation of Ackermann’s steering strategy. It is shown by Ye et al.
(2017) [5] that tire force data are not required to calculate steering angles by applying
Ackermann’s steering geometry. For example, the effect of tire slip at low-speed test is
ignored theoretically by the definition of Ackermann’s steering geometry.

Another strategy was developed for vehicle control systems in which experimental
evaluation was conducted by Girbacia et al. (2018) [6]. For instance, the Ackermann steering
method is applied to an autonomous vehicle to minimize lateral skid when the autonomous
vehicle keeps track of a predefined path following [6]. Furthermore, Girbacia et al. (2018) [6]
obtained a data sample of the velocity variation during simulated experiments to implement
an Ackermann steering strategy.

In 2020, Ataei et al. [7] established and integrated a multi-objective control system
for electric vehicles to obtain a few main goals in terms of control strategy. The integrated
control system designed by Aboelfadl et al. [8] represents improved stability of the vehicle
dynamic. The main concerns of vehicle stability are slip control of traction and braking,
stability of lateral motion, controllability, and prevention of rollover when designing the
control system of the electric vehicle. Model predictive control (MPC) was developed to
maintain the vehicle’s dynamic stability by distributing the correct amount of torque to four
independent wheels of the electric vehicle. In 2020, Zhang et al. [9] also showed another
active front wheel steering control system with a direct yaw moment control strategy, and
it was proved by representing the simulation result of the performance of the integrated
nonlinear robust adaptive controller. In 2022, Changoski et al. [10] suggested two different
steering controllers, including an active front steering controller and an active rear steering
controller. ADAMS/Car software (Version 2022a) was used to perform a simulated evalua-
tion on a B-segment vehicle to obtain the goal of this research. Matlab/Simulink software
was also used to compare the simulation results as an evaluation tool.

A controller implemented on an automated vehicle regarding path-following strategies
was introduced by Zhou et al. in 2021 [11]. The proposed controller showed the result of
minimized energy consumption and the highest level of stability compared to the traditional
model (H∞). Moreover, experimental tests were conducted on a scaled vehicle to validate
the simulation results of the proposed controller [11]. The simulated tests of a scaled electric
vehicle (1:10 ratio) were conducted by Samada et al. in 2023 [12]. Path-following strategies
for racing cars were introduced based on historical data obtained from many experimental
tests. For instance, the error between the target path and the actual path was maintained
within the acceptable range, and input efforts were minimized by the robust controllers
including ZKF, MPC, and LQZ [12]. A controller equipped with a disturbance observer was
developed to minimize the effect of disturbance by Guevara et al. in 2023 [13]. For example,
the proposed controller was installed on a general n-trailer to enhance the performance of
trajectory tracking in real-life driving conditions. Both experimental and simulated tests
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were conducted for the validation of the improvement, including a 57% reduction in error
compared to the traditional model [13].

In 2022, Tan et al. [14] performed the path planning of high-level model and low-level
vehicle dynamic control methods for an autonomous parking and navigation strategy on a
scaled 8 × 8 electric combat vehicle. However, there were limitations regarding the vehicle’s
dynamic control [14]. For that reason, in 2023, Kim et al. [15] continued Tan’s research,
using a scaled 8 × 8 electric combat vehicle, and enhanced the scaled vehicle’s dynamic
control system by implementing a high-level vehicle control strategy. For instance, this
high-level vehicle control strategy refers to the complete Ackermann equation responsible
for the individual steering angle and the individual wheel velocity. The study implemented
a remote-control system to maneuver the scaled vehicle by a human driver in a traditional
steering scenario. The study was the first to validate experiment and simulation evaluation
regarding the scaled 8 × 8 electric combat vehicle with an independent steering and wheel
speed control system. Building on this research, this paper demonstrates and adds two other
steering scenarios: the fixed third axle steering scenario and all-wheel steering scenario.

1.2. Contributions

This research contains the first demonstration of the validity of the complete Acker-
mann condition among three novel steering scenarios for a scaled electric combat vehicle
undertaking a low-speed maneuver. For instance, accurate maneuvering at a low speed
is often necessary for military combat vehicles during military operations. Therefore, im-
plementing the complete Ackermann strategy on a full-size heavy combat vehicle is vital
for a successful military operation at low speed by minimizing lateral skid and enhancing
maneuverability. The primary objective of this study is to substantiate the advantages asso-
ciated with the implementation of the fixed third axle scenario and the all-wheel steering
scenario in comparison to the traditional steering scenario. This will be achieved by pre-
senting the results of the turn radius, which were obtained through two distinct methods.
These turn radius results will then be employed to assess the lateral skid in three different
scenarios, as the lateral skid significantly influences the controllability of the scaled vehicle.
The all-wheel steering scenario demonstrates superior turn radius results, showcasing
minimal lateral skid and thereby indicating enhanced controllability. Another aim of this
study is to validate the scaled vehicle by comparing experimental and simulation results.
This validation process allows the experimental data of the scaled vehicle to be extrapolated
for estimating the full-size vehicle dynamics. Furthermore, the comprehensive Ackermann
strategy employed in this study holds potential benefits for the driving performance of
multi-axle heavy trucks, especially in scenarios where these trucks are required to operate
at low speeds.

1.3. Challenges

The developed mathematical model relationships do not require any control imple-
mentation since they implement Ackermann’s condition to control the scaled vehicle during
a low-speed test. In future research, a rear active steering controller will be developed and
implemented to maneuver the scaled vehicle during a high-speed test. This rear active
steering controller will overcome the limitations of the application of Ackermann condition,
as the Ackermann condition is suitable only for the low-speed range. Tire force parameters
will be estimated to compose mathematical equations of the rear active steering control
system in the next study.

2. Hardware and Mathematical Model

In this section, the scaled vehicle’s mechanical design and sensors are introduced to
explain how the Ackerman condition is implemented in the steering and speed control
system. Moreover, vehicle mathematical models of three steering scenarios are represented
by figures and equations to prove the application of the Ackermann condition.
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2.1. Mechanical Design and Sensors

In this section, the installed electronic sensor, electronic equipment, and mechanical
components are explained. A laptop equipped with an Intel Core-i5 processor and 16 GB
RAM is installed on the first layer of the scaled vehicle. The experimentally obtained 1st
axle inner wheel angle, yaw rate, longitudinal velocity, lateral acceleration, and trajectory
are sent to the laptop for storing the result data. For instance, the 1st axle inner wheel angle
is measured by a linear actuator sensor, and the trajectory is measured by an indoor GPS.
The yaw rate and lateral acceleration are measured by an inertial measurement unit (IMU).
Longitudinal velocity is measured by GPS. The IMU (RSX UM7 Orientation Sensor) [16]
has three sub-sensors including a magnetometer, accelerometer, and gyroscope. The GPS
(Locosys mc-1513) [17] measuring longitudinal velocity generates a position error within
3 m. The GPS can measure up to 515 m/s. The input values, including the steering angle
and longitudinal velocity manipulated by a human driver, are created by a remote controller
(Logitech F710 USB controller) [18]. The command signals (input values) are transmitted to
the main Arduino by a USB host shield.

The scaled vehicle is equipped with three Arduino Mega 2560s to operate the individ-
ual steering and individual wheel speed control system. The main board, one of the three
Arduinos, receives the single speed and the single steering input values from the remote
controller. The main board performs mathematical calculations to maintain the control
system regarding eight-wheel steering angles and eight-wheel velocities in real time. The
two Arduinos are used as sub-boards to maintain and control eight-wheel steering angles
(linear actuators) in real time based on the output values of the main board. For instance,
these two sub-boards are connected to the main board to receive the main board’s output
values. A proportional integral derivative (PID) closed-loop controller is implemented on
the two sub-boards to control the linear actuators that have mechanical linkage with the
steering rods. Figure 1 illustrates the diagram of the closed-loop controller applied to the
linear actuator in the steering system. The stroke position of the linear actuator decides the
steering angle of each wheel based on the simplified Equation (1). In this equation, l, rt, and
θt represent the change in the stroke position, the radius of the tire, and the steering wheel
angle. Figure 2 describes the steering assembly including the linear actuator, steering rod,
and steering housing.

l = rtθt (1)
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First, 12 V power is transmitted to eight linear actuators from a battery (nickel–metal
hydride battery 12 V 2800 mAh). The scaled vehicle has four motor controllers (Roboteq
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SDC2130) on the first layer, and two DC motors are controlled by each motor controller.
The first axle’s motor controller is allocated as a main motor controller receiving the desired
input speed from the main board. The main motor controller sends the desired input speed
to the remaining three motor controllers. A PID controller, closed-loop velocity control, is
implemented in four motor controllers to operate the eight-wheel performance. The motor
controllers use eight encoders, AMT10 Rotary Encoders [19], connected to eight wheels
to obtain feedback for the PID closed-loop velocity control system. Each Lipo battery,
Gens ace 6200 mAh 14.8 V 45 C [20], provides power to each motor controller controlling
two wheels on the same axle.

The scaled vehicle’s driving system and suspension system are shown in Figure 3a,b.
For instance, each motor is connected to each wheel through the output shaft to transmit
driving force and generate brake through the PID closed-loop control system. The upper
control arm, lower control arm, coils, and gas shocks are composed to support the scaled
vehicle’s body. Each suspension system connected to each wheel supports the unsprung
weight of the scaled vehicle individually. Finally, indoor GPS [21] is used to measure the
trajectory of the scaled vehicle during the double lane change (DLC) evaluation.
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2.2. Vehicle Mathematical Model

In this section, the steering and wheel speed control methods for the scaled vehicle
are explained. A real-time turning center is represented as P, and a longitudinal velocity is
shown as V at point C in Figures 4–6. Point C indicates the center of gravity in Figure 7;
however, point C of Figures 5 and 6 is not the center of gravity. Point C is located on the
center line of the scaled vehicle and is the point that has the shortest distance from point P
during cornering performance in Figures 5–7. In this study, experimental and simulation
tests are conducted at 5 km/h (equivalent to 30 km/h of the full-size vehicle) and low
speed, since the mathematical models implemented in the scaled vehicle are kinematic
models which do not include dynamic effects of wheel skid, body pitch, and body roll. The
Ackermann condition equation is developed and applied to the scaled vehicle to analyze
vehicle dynamic performance during continuous remote control test in terms of individual
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steering and individual wheel speed control systems. The unit and definition of parameters
mentioned below are represented in Appendix A.

R =
L1

tanδi1
+

B
2

(2)

δij = tan−1(
Lj

R − B/2
); δoj = tan−1(

Lj

R + B/2
) (3)

Rij =
Lj

sinδij
; Roj =

Lj

sinδoj
(4)

.
θ=

V
R

(5)

Vij =
.
θRij; Voj =

.
θRoj (6)

Vi3 =
.
θ(R − B

2
); Vo3 =

.
θ(R +

B
2
) (7)

Vi4 =
.
θ(R − B

2
); Vo4 =

.
θ(R +

B
2
) (8)
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In Figures 4–6, θ, δij, and δoj indicate yaw, each axle’s inner wheel angle, and each
axle’s outer wheel angle. In addition, B and L indicate the track width and the wheelbase.
Each axle’s inner and outer wheel velocity are described as Vij and Voj.

Equation (3) explains how each wheel angle is determined according to the turning
radius (R) that has the shortest distance between the horizontal line of the vehicle and point
P (turning center).

The steering angle input from the remote controller is sent to the first axle’s inner wheel
(δi1) through Arduino, since the first axle inner wheel always has the largest wheel angle
based on the Ackermann condition equation. For instance, when the remote controller
decides the first axle’s inner wheel angle (δi1), Arduino calculates the turning radius (R)
of the scaled vehicle in real time based on Equation (2). The real-time rest wheel angles
including first axle outer, second axle inner, and second axle outer angles are calculated
based on the instantaneous turning radius (R) by Equation (3). In this case, j is equal to 1
or 2.

In this study, Equations (4)–(8) are developed and implemented on the scaled vehicle to
control each wheel speed individually. Therefore, the scaled vehicle can meet Ackerman’s
condition to minimize tire skid at low-speed tests. For example, the first and second
axle wheel’s turning radius is determined through Equation (4) to calculate each wheel’s
individual speed. In this case, j is equal to 1 or 2. Moreover, the remote controller determines
the longitudinal velocity (V) by using Arduino. With the allocated longitudinal velocity
and the calculated turning radius from the first axle inner wheel angle, the angular velocity
can be calculated by Equation (5). The scaled vehicle has the same angular velocity at
any point, since the scaled vehicle is considered a rigid body. Equations (6)–(8) show how
eight wheels achieve different individual velocities in real time to apply the mathematical
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model. In this case, j is equal to 1 or 2. However, the third and fourth axle’s wheels do not
completely meet Ackermann’s condition, since the four wheels always have fixed steering
wheel angles in the traditional steering scenario. For instance, Equations (7) and (8) show
that each inner and outer estimated turning radius is applied on the third and fourth axle
to calculate the third and fourth axle’s wheel velocities. To overcome this limitation, fixed
3rd axle and all-wheel steering scenarios are developed and introduced. Fixed 3rd axle and
all-wheel steering modes will be explained in more detail in the next paragraph.

R =
L1

tanδi1
+

B
2

(9)

δij = tan−1(
Lj

R − B/2
); δoj = tan−1(

Lj

R + B/2
) (10)

Rij =
Lj

sinδij
; Roj =

Lj
sinδoj

(11)

.
θ =

V
R

(12)

Vi3 =
.
θ(R − B

2
); Vo3 =

.
θ(R +

B
2
) (13)

Vij =
.
θRij; Voj =

.
θRoj (14)

Equations (9) and (10) explain how each wheel angle is determined in Figure 5 accord-
ing to the turning radius (R) that has the shortest distance between the center line of the
vehicle and point P (turning center). In this case, j is equal to 1, 2, and 4.

The steering angle input from the remote controller is sent to the first axle’s inner
wheel (δi1) through Arduino, since the first axle inner wheel always shows the largest
wheel angle based on the Ackermann condition equation. For instance, when the remote
controller decides the first axle’s inner wheel angle (δi1), Arduino calculates the turning
radius (R) of the scaled vehicle in real time based on Equation (9) in Figure 5. The real-time
rest wheel angles including the first, second, and fourth axles are calculated based on the
instantaneous turning radius (R) by Equation (10). In this case, j is equal to 1, 2, and 4.

In this study, Equations (11)–(14) are developed and implemented on the scaled vehicle
to control each wheel speed individually in Figure 5. Therefore, the scaled vehicle can meet
Ackerman’s condition to minimize tire slip at low-speed tests. For example, each wheel’s
turning radius is determined through Equation (11) to calculate each wheel’s individual
speed in Figure 5 in terms of the first, second, and fourth axles. In this case, j is equal to 1,
2, and 4. The third axle’s turning radius is defined as R. Moreover, the remote controller
determines the longitudinal velocity (V) by using Arduino. With the allocated longitudinal
velocity and the calculated turning radius from the first axle’s inner wheel angle, the
angular velocity can be calculated by Equation (12) in Figure 5. The scaled vehicle has
the same angular velocity at any point, since the scaled vehicle is considered a rigid body.
Unlikely the traditional steering scenario’s mathematical model, Equations (13) and (14)
(fixed-third axle steering scenario) show how eight wheels achieve different individual
velocities in real time to apply the condition of Ackermann’s theory in Figure 5. In this case,
j is equal to 1, 2, and 4.

R =
L1

tanδi1
+

B
2

(15)

δij = tan−1(
Lj

R − B/2
); δoj = tan−1(

Lj

R + B/2
) (16)

Rij =
Lj

sinδij
; Roj =

Lj

sinδoj
(17)

.
θ =

V
R

(18)
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Vij =
.
θRij; Voj =

.
θ Roj (19)

Equations (15) and (16) explain how each wheel angle is determined in Figure 6
according to the turning radius (R) that has the shortest distance between the horizontal
line of the vehicle and point P (turning center). In this case, j is equal from 1 to 4.

The steering angle input from the remote controller is sent to the first axle’s inner
wheel (δi1) through Arduino, since the first axle’s inner wheel is always supposed to have
the largest wheel angle based on the Ackermann condition equation. For instance, when
the remote controller decides the first axle’s inner wheel angle (δi1), Arduino calculates
the turning radius (R) of the scaled vehicle in real time based on Equation (15) in Figure 6.
The real-time rest wheel angles (δo1, δi2, δo2, δi3, δo3, δi4, and δo4) are calculated based on the
instantaneous turning radius (R) by Equation (16). J is equal from 1 to 4 in Equation (16).

In this study, Equations (17)–(19) are developed and implemented on the scaled vehicle
to control each wheel speed individually in Figure 6. In this case, j is equal from 1 to 4.
Therefore, the scaled vehicle can meet Ackerman’s condition to minimize lateral skid
in a low-speed test. For example, each wheel’s turning radius is determined through
Equation (18) to calculate each wheel’s individual speed in Figure 6, and j is equal from
1 to 4. Moreover, the remote controller determines the longitudinal velocity (V) by using
Arduino. With the allocated longitudinal velocity and the calculated turning radius from
the first axle’s inner wheel angle, the angular velocity can be calculated by Equation (18)
in Figure 6. The scaled vehicle has the same angular velocity at any point, as the scaled
vehicle is considered a rigid body. Unlikely the traditional steering scenario’s mathematical
model, Equation (19) (all-wheel steering scenario) shows how eight wheels achieve different
individual velocity in real time to apply the condition of Ackermann’s theory in Figure 6.
In this case, j is equal from 1 to 4.

3. Results

In this section, the validation and substantiation of the Ackerman condition discussed
in the previous section through the examination of stationary, turn radius, and double lane
change evaluations were elucidated. Specifically, a comparative analysis of three distinct
steering methods utilizing both simulated and experimental data for a comprehensive
assessment is presented.

3.1. Stationary Evaluation

The scaled vehicle’s length, width, and height are 1.13 m, 0.5 m, and 0.45 m. This
dimension design is developed to implement a 1:6 scale ratio in terms of size between the
scaled vehicle and the full-size vehicle. A 1:6 ratio is selected by considering the highest
speed of the full-size combat vehicle. For example, with the maximum velocity of the full-
size combat vehicle (100 km/h), the scaled vehicle needs the theoretical maximum speed
of 16.67 km/h to apply the ratio of a 1:6 condition. However, the scaled vehicle’s current
maximum speed is 6.7 km/h driving in a straight line due to the limitation of battery
capacity. For that reason, stationary evaluation is conducted at the longitudinal velocity
of 5 km/h (equivalent to 30 km/h of the full-size vehicle) to achieve the speed of eight
wheels. The 1:6 ratio is based on the dimension ratio between scaled vehicle and full-size
vehicle. The longitudinal velocity, trajectory, and lateral acceleration are calculated using
the ratio of 1:6 between the scaled and full-sized vehicle based on Equations (20) and (22).
Moreover, in this case, the scaled vehicle and the full-sized vehicle produce the same values
regarding the time duration of the tests and the yaw rate. Therefore, an estimated lateral
acceleration of the full-size vehicle (six times larger than the scaled vehicle) can be obtained
by conducting an experimental test of the scaled vehicle. This is the most important benefit
to using the scaled vehicle. However, there are some limitations regarding using the scaled
vehicle when evaluating vehicle dynamic behaviors. For instance, vehicle sideslip does
not have a linear relationship between the scaled vehicle and the full-size vehicle, as the
steering angle of the scaled vehicle has a nonlinear relationship with the full-size vehicle.
Developing a look-up table regarding the vehicle sideslip ratio between the scaled vehicle
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and the full-size vehicle with variables including velocity and turning radius will be a
method to overcome this limitation. Our future research will use this look-up table to
maximize the benefits of using the scaled vehicle. The mathematical model of a scaled
vehicle among three different steering scenarios is demonstrated by confirming the results
of the stationary evaluation. For instance, the speeds of eight wheels are measured by
a tachometer every 2 degrees when the first axle inner wheel’s angle increases from 0
to 24 degrees. To overcome the noise caused by the tachometer, ten trials of measuring
eight-wheel velocities were conducted every 2 degrees. In addition to that, the average of
the ten trials is used in the experimental results of stationary evaluation. The process of
stationary evaluation is shown in Figure 7 where the scaled vehicle is located on the jack for
the test. The control input value of steering and velocity are determined by updating the
Arduino code every 2 degrees to send accurate command signals. The results of stationary
evaluation represent a left cornering and describe how eight-wheel velocities are changed
with the increase in steering input value at 5 km/h (longitudinal velocity).

Wheel Rotational Speed and Radius of Vehicle Path

The eight wheels’ rotational velocities with the radius of the vehicle path are shown
among three different steering scenarios in Figures 8–10. The simulation data of the
stationary test are obtained by MATLAB based on the mathematical equations previously
mentioned above in Equations (2)–(19). The experimental results of stationary evaluation
are achieved by the tachometer, and the procedure is explained in the previous paragraph.
In Figures 8–10, simulated and experimental data are presented to confirm that the desired
eight-wheels velocities based on the vehicle mathematical model have the same values as
the experimentally measured data. For instance, both experimental and simulated results
generally show similar shapes.
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In Figures 8–10, the all-wheel steering scenario shows the largest difference between
maximum speed and minimum speed among eight wheels at the maximum steering input
(24 degrees) compared to the other two steering scenarios. Therefore, the maximum range
of each wheel’s velocity should be higher in an all-wheel steering scenario to implement
the vehicle mathematical model properly. Referring to the vehicle mathematical model
explained previously, Figures 8–10 show that the first axle right wheel always has the
highest speed, since the vehicle is turning left during the stationary evaluation. However,
in the all-wheel steering scenario, as shown in Figure 10, both the first axle’s right wheel
and the fourth axle’s right wheel show the maximum speed with the same amount, as
the all-wheel steering scenario has a symmetric design against the center gravity. After
completing a stationary evaluation, it is seen that introducing a higher-performance encoder
would be advantageous for minimizing the error between simulation and experimental
data in future studies.

3.2. Turn Radius Evaluation

Turn radius evaluation is used to obtain the minimum turning radius on dry asphalt
using the three different steering scenarios when the scaled vehicle is driven with maxi-
mum steering input at the highest speed. The three different steering scenarios indicate
traditional, fixed-third axle, and all-wheel steering. The scaled vehicle is tested through
turn radius evaluation in both simulated and experimental methods to achieve the 1st axle
inner wheel angle, yaw rate, longitudinal velocity, lateral acceleration, trajectory, turning
radius, and vehicle sideslip. The experimental data of turn radius evaluation are compared
to the simulation data for validation purposes. With this comparison, the simulation data
of TruckSim are proven, as it has very small errors compared to the experimental data. In
the turn radius test, the scaled vehicle is driven with only a left turn, and a left turn is
shown as a positive sign in all data.

Turn Radius Evaluation at Maximum Speed and Maximum Steering Angle

The turn radius evaluation’s physical and virtual versions are shown in Figure 11a,b.
Figure 11a,b illustrate the scaled vehicle driven with a left turn in a circle path. During a
turning maneuver, the 1st axle inner wheel always has the largest angle compared with the
rest wheel’s angle based on the Ackermann condition equation, including Equations (3),
(10) and (16). For that reason, the 1st axle’s inner wheel angle should not exceed the maxi-
mum wheel angle of the mechanical allowance. For instance, the eight wheels of the scaled
vehicle have the same maximum mechanical allowance in terms of maximum steering
wheel angle. Therefore, if the 1st axle’s inner wheel angle is steered under the maximum
mechanical allowance, the remaining wheels’ angles should be under the maximum me-
chanical allowance. The scaled vehicle’s mechanical maximum steering wheel angle on
each wheel is 24 degrees. However, during the turn radius evaluation, the 1st axle inner
wheel angle is fixed at 20 degrees for safety reasons to prevent exceeding the maximum
mechanical allowance. In the simulated turn radius evaluation, an angle of 20 degrees is
allocated to the 1st axle inner wheel angle through open-loop steer control in TruckSim.
On the other hand, in the physical turn radius evaluation, an angle of 20 degrees is set to
the maximum steering input through Arduino codes. For example, an angle of 20 degrees
is sent to the 1st axle inner wheel angle through the remote controller and the Arduino
control system during turn radius evaluation.

The 1st axle inner wheel angles of the scaled vehicle in three different steering scenarios
during turn radius evaluation are represented in Figure 12. The average of the 1st axle
inner wheel angles from both experimental and simulation results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 is used to show the validation of simulation data compared with the experimental
data in terms of the 1st axle inner wheel angles. The 1st axle inner wheel angles always
have the largest values among the eight wheels; therefore, the 1st axle inner wheel angles
are chosen to be shown in this study. The average values of the 1st axle left wheel angles
in experimental data among three different scenarios show very slight differences due
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to the limitation of linear actuator sensors, but they are within the acceptable range of
errors. The average of the 1st axle inner wheel angles in simulation data is set to be close
to the average of experimental data by adjusting open-loop steer control in TruckSim for
validation purposes. Maneuvering the scaled vehicle during turn radius evaluation in both
experimental and simulation tests is very simple, as the steering input is the fixed values.
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Table 1. Average steering angle from 1st axle inner wheel angles.

Traditional Fixed 3rd Axle All Wheel

Experimental result of 1st axle
inner wheel angle (deg) 20.53 20.00 20.14

Simulation result of 1st axle
inner wheel angle (deg) 20.5 19.85 19.85

Figure 13 represents the experimental result of maximum velocity. Table 2 shows the
average maximum velocity of the experimental and simulation data. Acquiring the same
number of velocities, especially in experimental tests, is very important to compare the
scale vehicle’s vehicle dynamics behaviors among three different steering scenarios. For
instance, the average maximum velocities of three different steering modes in experimental
data are very similar. These results also prove the mathematical model of scaled vehicles,
since the variable eight-wheel speeds are designed and implemented to maintain the de-
sired longitudinal velocity of the scale vehicle. In other words, having the same average
maximum velocities indicates the continuous control of the variable eight-wheel speeds is
working properly during turn radius evaluation. However, some fluctuations of experimen-
tal data in maximum velocity are observed due to the noise caused by GPS. For that reason,
Table 2 (the average value of maximum velocity) is created to prove that three different
scenarios have the same results of maximum velocity. The average maximum velocity
in simulation data is selected to match with the average values of experimental data for
validation by adjusting the constant target forward speed in TruckSim. In conclusion, both
the experiments’ and simulation’s average maximum velocity show very similar numbers.
In future studies, introducing GPS that has less noise level during turn radius evaluation
will lead to a reduction in the fluctuation in experimental data.
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maximum steering).

Table 2. The average of maximum velocity.

Traditional Fixed 3rd Axle All Wheel

Experiment result of
maximum velocity (km/h) 5.29 5.25 5.24

Simulation result of
maximum velocity (km/h) 5.30 5.20 5.20

The yaw rate is one of the turn radius evaluation outputs with two input components
including maximum speed and maximum steering. The process of achieving maximum
speed and maximum steering is explained above. Figure 14 illustrates the experimental
result of the yaw rate with three different scenarios in turn radius evaluation. Table 3
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explains the average yaw rate of the experimental and simulation data. In Table 3, the
similar average yaw rates between simulation and experimental data at each steering
scenario are shown for validation purposes. For instance, the difference between simulation
and experimental results in traditional, fixed 3rd axle, and all-wheel steering scenarios
represent 3%, 0.6%, and 2.3%, respectively. However, minor fluctuations of experimental
data in terms of yaw rate in Figure 14 are seen due to the noise generated by IMU. Therefore,
Table 3 is used to represent the average yaw rate of experimental data compared with
simulation data that has no fluctuation.
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Figure 14. Experiment result of yaw rate (turn radius evaluation at maximum speed and maxi
mum steering).

Table 3. The average yaw rate.

Traditional Fixed 3rd Axle All Wheel

Experiment result of
yaw rates (deg/s) 47.80 60.63 78.68

Simulation result of
yaw rates (deg/s) 49.3 61.0 80.5

Lateral acceleration is also one of the important output results to analyze the scaled
vehicle dynamic performance. Moreover, lateral acceleration data are used to obtain and
verify vehicle sideslip based on Equations (20) and (21). The process will be addressed in
the next paragraph. Figure 15 shows the experimental result of lateral acceleration among
three different steering modes in turn radius evaluation. For example, all-wheel steering
has the highest value, as it has the smallest turn radius. The results of the turn radius
evaluation will be explained more in the next paragraph. Table 4 indicates the average
lateral acceleration in both the experimental and simulation data for the validation since the
experimental result of lateral acceleration experiences fluctuations due to the noise of the
IMU sensor. Table 4 shows very minor differences between experimental and simulation
results in all three scenarios. For instance, the different percentages of simulation and
experimental data in traditional, fixed 3rd axle, and all-wheel steering scenarios are 6.2%,
3.6%, and 0.9%, respectively.

asensor
y =

.
vy + vx

.
θ (20)

.
β=

.
vy

vx
(21)
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Table 4. The average lateral acceleration.

Traditional Fixed 3rd Axle All Wheel

Experimental result of
lateral acceleration (g) 0.137 0.173 0.209

Simulation result of
lateral acceleration (g) 0.129 0.167 0.207

In Equations (20) and (21), asensor
y ,

.
vy, vx,

.
θ, and

.
β represent the lateral acceleration

measured by IMU, lateral velocity change, longitudinal velocity, yaw rate, and vehicle
sideslip change, respectively. The experimental and simulated data of lateral acceleration
measured by IMU, longitudinal velocity, and yaw rate in turn radius evaluation were
shown previously in Figures 13–15 and Tables 2–4. Therefore, lateral velocity change can
be obtained from Equation (20). In addition, vehicle sideslip change can be calculated by
Equation (21) based on lateral velocity change and constant longitudinal velocity. Tables 2–4
demonstrate that the experimental and simulation results have similar data in terms of
longitudinal velocity, yaw rate, and lateral acceleration. In conclusion, vehicle sideslip
of the TruckSim simulation data is validated from experimental data and can be used to
interpret the scaled vehicle’s dynamic behavior. For instance, Table 5 indicates the average
vehicle sideslip obtained by the TruckSim simulation in turn radius evaluation. In Table 5,
the traditional mode has the largest degree of vehicle sideslip, and the fixed 3rd axle has
the smallest value. In addition, the all-wheel steering mode has a slightly lower vehicle
sideslip than the traditional mode.

Table 5. The average vehicle sideslip angle.

Traditional Fixed 3rd Axle All Wheel

Simulation result of vehicle
sideslip angle (deg) 4.8 1.4 −3.9

Figure 16 shows trajectory results from both the experiments and simulations re-
garding turn radius evaluation. Figure 16a shows values obtained by indoor GPS, and
Figure 16b contains values generated by TruckSim. In Figure 16, the all-wheel steering
scenario has the smallest turn radius compared to the other scenarios. These results can
be verified by Equations (2), (9) and (15). For instance, L1 of the traditional scenario has
the largest value by the mathematical model design mentioned above, and δi1 (1st axle
inner angle) and B (track width) have the same numbers in three different scenarios. Fur-
thermore, in Figure 16, both experimental and simulated results have similar shapes and
radii. For that reason, it is concluded that the simulation trajectory data are validated with
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the experimental trajectory data. The average radius of the experimental and simulated
trajectory is described in Table 6.

R =
V
.
θ

(22)
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Table 6. Average turn radius from different steering scenarios and measurement method.

Traditional Fixed 3rd Axle All Wheel

Experiment result of trajectory from
indoor GPS (m) 1.74 1.33 1.00

Simulation result of trajectory from
TruckSim (m) 1.76 1.39 1.05

Experimental result of turning
radius calculated from measured

velocity and measured yaw rate (m)
1.75 1.37 1.06

Experimental result of turning
radius calculated from measured 1st

axle inner angle based on
Ackermann condition equation (m)

1.44 1.22 0.97

Figure 17a shows the turn radius calculated from the experimentally measured velocity
and yaw rate based on Equation (22). In Equation (22), V and

.
θ represent the maximum

velocity and yaw rate shown in Figures 13 and 14. The average value of Figure 17a is
represented by Table 6. On the other hand, Figure 17b represents the turn radius calculated
from the experimentally measured 1st axle inner angle based on Equations (2), (9) and (15).
However, the turn radius of Figure 17b indicates a theoretical value that does not correspond
to lateral skid. For instance, the average turn radius of Figure 17b shown in Table 6 has
smaller values in three different scenarios. This phenomenon is strongly severe in the
traditional mode due to the lateral skid caused by the fixed steering wheel on the 3rd and
4th axle. The differences in turn radius between indoor GPS and Figure 17b in traditional,
fixed 3rd-axle, all-wheel are 17.3%, 8.3%, and 3%, respectively. These numbers explain
the advantages of applying the all-wheel steering scenario compared to the traditional
scenario during turn radius evaluation. Moreover, the all-wheel steering scenario has
another advantage compared to the traditional scenario. Within the same mechanical
maximum steering angle among eight steering wheels, 20 degrees, the turn radius of the
all-wheel steering scenario is only 57.47% of that of the traditional scenario.

3.3. Double Lane Change Evaluation

Double lane change (DLC) evaluation is used to analyze the vehicle dynamics on
rough surfaces and to validate the test results between the experimental and simulation
data in three different steering scenarios. The test is validated in three different steering
cases including traditional, fixed-third axle, and all-wheel steering. The scaled vehicle
is evaluated virtually and physically through the DLC maneuver test to analyze various
parameters. The parameters include the 1st axle left wheel angle, yaw rate, longitudinal
velocity, trajectory, turning radius, and vehicle sideslip. Using the DLC maneuver test for
both experiments and simulations, the simulation results of TruckSim can be validated
with the experimental results within small errors. In DLC evaluation, a right-turning
maneuver is represented as a negative number, and a left-turning maneuver is represented
as a positive number in all figures.

Double Lane Change at 5 km/h

DLC’s physical and virtual evaluation are shown in Figure 18, and DLC’s dimension
is explained in Figure 19. The desired driving path is calculated from the average value
between inner and outer cones shown in Figure 19. The desired driving path shown
in the blue dashed line in Figure 18 is implemented to run closed-loop driver model in
TruckSim. In the physical DLC test, the driver is maneuvering the scaled vehicle to follow
the trajectory results of TruckSim simulation by referring to cones. Therefore, driving the
scaled vehicle physically on the same trajectory with the TruckSim simulation result is
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very important for validation between experiment and simulation. For instance, Figure 20
shows how similar trajectories are obtained between the experiments and simulations.
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Figure 20. Result of trajectory (DLC maneuver at a speed of 5 km/h). (a) Experiment result.
(b) Simulation result.

The scaled vehicle’s 1st axle left wheel angles in three different steering scenarios
during the DLC evaluation are shown in Figure 21 to validate the simulated results with
the experimentally obtained results. The 1st axle left wheel angles are selected in Figure 21
as they have the largest wheel angles during the left turn. Figure 21 shows quite similar
positive and negative peak value times; however, some different amplitudes between
the simulations and experiments are seen in negative values from 5 to 10 s. There are
some difficulties for human drivers to maneuver the scaled vehicle like using a closed-
loop driver model. In future research, the path following the closed-loop driver model
will be implemented on the physically scaled vehicle to achieve the same trajectory of the
simulation result. In both the experimental and simulation results of Figure 21, the all-wheel
steering figure is the most shifted to the left compared to others between 5 and 15 s. This
phenomenon indicates that all-wheel steering has the fastest response in three scenarios.
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Figure 21. Result of 1st axle left wheel angle (DLC maneuver at speed 5 km/h). (a) Experimental
result. (b) Simulation result.

Figure 22 represents the longitudinal speed of the experimental and simulated data
during the DLC evaluation at 5 km/h. Table 7 represents the average longitudinal speed
of the experiment and simulation data from Figure 22. Achieving the same velocity in the
three different scenarios is also one of the main required conditions in this study to analyze
the vehicle dynamic performance among three different scenarios. For example, the average
velocities of experiment data in three different scenarios are almost the same in Table 7
even though fluctuations are observed in Figure 22a. The fluctuations of experimental
data are caused by the noise generated by GPS, and the range of the error in GPS is up to
0.3 km/h. However, the velocity of simulated data shows minor fluctuations caused by
cornering performance. In conclusion, the average velocity values of both experimental
and simulation results are almost the same, which can be used for one of the validations
between simulation and experiment data. In future research, implementing a more accurate
and robust GPS on the scaled vehicle can be conducted to minimize the fluctuation in
experimental data.

Table 7. Average velocity (DLC maneuver at speed 5 km/h).

Traditional Fixed 3rd Axle All Wheel

Experiment result
(km/h) 5.014 5.018 5.040

Simulation result
(km/h) 4.995 4.995 4.995
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Figure 22. Result of longitudinal velocity (DLC maneuver at speed 5 km/h). (a) Experimental result.
(b) Simulation result.

Figure 23 explains the yaw rate of experimental and simulated data during the DLC
evaluation at 5 km/h. In general, the similar amplitude and peak value time in three
different scenarios are shown in the experimental yaw rate result. However, there are some
different shapes observed between 7 and 10 s in the experimental yaw rate result due to
the slightly different trajectory of Figure 20a. In contrast to the experimental result, the
simulation result of the yaw rate shows almost the same shapes as they have almost the
same trajectory and velocity. This is the required condition in this research to evaluate
the vehicle dynamic performance among three different steering scenarios. As mentioned
earlier, implementing a path following a closed-loop driver model on the physically scaled
vehicle will enhance the controllability of maneuvering the scaled vehicle especially in
traditional steering mode. Consequently, the error of yaw rate and trajectory especially in
traditional steering scenarios will be decreased. Furthermore, in both the experimental and
simulation results of Figure 23, the all-wheel steering figure is slightly shifted to the left
compared to others. This is evidence that the all-wheel steering scenarios have the fastest
response compared to others regarding the same driving strategies (closed-loop driver
model in TruckSim and human driving with remote control).
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4. Discussion

In this section, the most significant results including turn radius and vehicle sideslip
in DLC evaluation are introduced to highlight the goal of this study.

Analysis of Turn Radius and Vehicle Sideslip in Double Lane Change Evaluation

Figure 24 shows two types of turning radius during the DLC maneuver at a speed
of 5 km/h. Figure 24a represents the turning radius calculated from the experimental
1st axle left angle data of Figure 21a by using Ackermann condition equations such as
Equations (2), (9) and (15). Figure 24a shows the theoretical turning radius not reflecting tire
slip and lateral skid. However, Figure 24b shows the actual turning radius calculated from
experimental velocity (Figure 22a) and experimental yaw rate (Figure 23a) by applying
Equation (22). In other words, Figure 24b, the actual turning radius, reflects tire slip and
lateral skid. In Figure 24b, the amplitude of the turning radius in three different scenarios
has the same amount from 5 to 15 s. This is confirmed with the experimental trajectory
results mentioned previously, as three scenarios show similar trajectories in Figure 20. In
contrast to Figure 24b, Figure 24a shows that the traditional steering scenario has a lower
turning radius compared to the other two scenarios from 5 to 15 s, which is caused by
higher lateral skid due to the design of Ackermann steering design in Figure 4. This is one
of the disadvantages of the traditional steering scenario, as the scaled vehicle uses extra
steering input effort in the traditional steering scenario.
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Figure 25 shows vehicle sideslip from TruckSim simulation results in three different
scenarios. In Figure 25, the fixed third axle scenario experiences minimal amplitude;
however, traditional and all-wheel steering scenarios show a relatively larger amount of
vehicle sideslip. Therefore, the fixed third axle scenario has the most advantage in terms
of the vehicle sideslip aspect of vehicle dynamic, since it has the least amplitude during
the DLC maneuver test. Moreover, all-wheel steering is still acceptable in terms of the
vehicle sideslip aspect because all-wheel steering has a similar level of amplitude to the
traditional mode.
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5. Conclusions

In the research paper, three real-world experiments such as stationary evaluation, turn
radius evaluation, and double lane change evaluation are conducted to validate the scaled
vehicle’s TruckSim simulated data by comparing with the experimental data in terms of
vehicle dynamic performance among three different steering scenarios. The Ackermann
steering strategy mentioned in this study is implemented on the 8 × 8 scaled electric
combat vehicle.

In stationary evaluation, the error between the simulation data and experimental data
is very minor in general among three different steering scenarios, which indicates that
the desired eight-wheel velocities are applied to the scaled vehicle correctly. Moreover, to
implement an all-wheel steering scenario on the scaled vehicle, a higher maximum speed
for the eight wheels is required to meet the vehicle’s mathematical model compared to the
traditional steering scenario.

In turn radius evaluation, almost the same maximum velocity within three different
scenarios demonstrates that the continuous variable eight-wheel speeds strategy is working
properly to maintain the desired longitudinal velocity. The all-wheel steering mode is still
acceptable until 5.3 km/h compared to the traditional mode with respect to the vehicle
sideslip. However, minor fluctuations of experimental data in terms of yaw rate and
lateral acceleration are seen due to the noise generated by IMU. Because of these noises,
the experimental vehicle sideslip result is not able to be calculated. Utilizing a high-
performance IMU that can work without noise around 5 km/h will be investigated in
future work to obtain experimental vehicle sideslip results. The turn radius calculated
from the experimentally measured 1st axle inner angle based on the Ackermann condition
equation is smaller than the measured turn radius of indoor GPS especially in the traditional
steering scenario. This is because of the lateral skid caused by the fixed steering wheel
on the 3rd and 4th axle. However, this phenomenon is much less severe in an all-wheel
steering scenario. For example, the errors in terms of turn radius between the indoor GPS
and the experimental result calculated from the measured 1st axle inner angle (steering
input effort) in traditional, fixed 3rd-axle, and all-wheel modes are 17.3%, 8.3%, and 3%,
respectively. These figures indicate the benefits of applying the all-wheel steering scenario
compared to the traditional scenario. Within the same mechanical maximum steering angle
among eight steering wheels, 20 degrees, the turn radius of the all-wheel steering scenario
is only 57.47% that of the traditional scenario. This will enhance the 8 × 8 combat vehicle’s
survivability and operation ability during a battle.

In double lane change evaluation, 1st axle left wheel angles and yaw rate in three
different steering scenarios between experimental and simulated data show quite similar
shapes. However, some different peak values between simulation and experiment are
observed. These different peak values are caused by human drivers’ errors, as the driver
is not able to maneuver the scaled vehicle in the same manner as TruckSim’s closed-
loop driver model. For that reason, in future research, the path following the closed-
loop driver model will be developed to be installed on the physically scaled vehicle
through Robot Operating Software to obtain the same trajectory of the simulation result.
The 1st axle left wheel angle and yaw rate in the all-wheel steering scenario in both
experimental and simulated data are slightly shifted to the left compared to the other
scenarios. This represents that the all-wheel steering mode has the fastest response to
the steering input. The two types of experimental results of turning radius are shown to
evaluate the lateral skid during cornering among three different steering scenarios. The
differences between the two types of results indicate the amount of lateral skid. For instance,
the traditional steering scenario shows the largest difference between two different turning
radius results. In contrast, the all-wheel steering scenario represents the minimum error
between two different turning radius results. Consequently, the all-wheel steering scenario
has a smaller lateral skid than the traditional steering scenario. In addition to that, the fixed
third axle scenario has the most advantage in terms of vehicle sideslip. All-wheel steering
is still acceptable since it has a similar level of vehicle sideslip to traditional.
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Appendix A

Table A1. The definition of variables.

R (m) Turning radius

L1 (m) The shortest distance from point C to the first axle

L2 (m) The shortest distance from point C to the second axle

L3 (m) The shortest distance from point C to the third axle

L4 (m) The shortest distance from point C to the fourth axle

B (m) Track width

rt (m) The radius of tire

θt (rad) The steering wheel angle
.
θ (rad/s) Yaw

δoj (rad) Each axle’s outer wheel angle

δij (rad) Each axle’s inner wheel angle

V (m/s) Longitudinal velocity

asensor
y (g) Lateral acceleration measured by IMU

.
vy (g) Lateral velocity change
.
β (rad/s) Vehicle sideslip change
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